ABSTRACT The construction of user innovation knowledge map can clearly describe the co-occurrence relationship among innovative knowledge points. Different types of weighted knowledge map models have been applied by enterprises to promote their innovative knowledge development. Moreover, the temporalweighted user innovation knowledge map can reveal the hidden hot knowledge network model accurately and reflect the general evolution law of the hot topic of innovation knowledge in a certain period. In this paper, we proposed a method based on a knowledge network for constructing the temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge map. In order to model the temporal-weighted co-occurrence relationship among knowledge points, we assigned different weights to the knowledge points at different periods. Then, we carried out centrality analysis and core subgroup analysis for knowledge points through using a time-dynamic analysis method to explore the dynamic laws. Based on that, we proposed the periodical growth rule of user innovation hotspots. It was convenient to predict the hot spots of innovation and grasp the pace of innovation. Besides, we conducted an empirical study of the ''Arduino'' community, which is the most professional electronic enthusiast community in China. We applied the established model to explore the sensitivity and accuracy of the knowledge map after adding the temporal factor to the user innovation knowledge map, and we found out the evolution process of co-occurrence relationship between user innovation knowledge points. Finally, we concluded that it takes time to ultimately establish a core-edge innovation knowledge model to represent specific innovation fields. More importantly, the development of hotspots of innovative knowledge presented the general growth cycle of the four stages: the initial stage, the explosive development stage, the mature stage, and the recession stage. Discovery of this law has a major impact on the company's trending of the future ''frontier research'' field and the entry choice of innovation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The user innovation knowledge map is an effective way to engage users in the innovation process. It can quickly realize the integration of scattered innovation knowledge points and express the relationship between innovation knowledge points, and through the deployment of various analysis methods, we can reveal the user innovation knowledge field and its development trend [1] . Furthermore, as the update speed
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of innovation hotspots continues to accelerate, mastering and optimizing user innovation knowledge maps has become the key to gaining competitive advantage in all walks of life [2] , [3] . In line with this phenomenon, enterprises usually set up user innovation platforms to collect user innovation knowledge information in user innovation communities, and use knowledge network tools to fully tap user innovation knowledge points [4] . Therefore, the user innovation knowledge map has become a powerful tool for researching hot spots of innovation and its cyclical changes, and predicting future innovation.
von Hippel and Euchner [5] systematically proposed user innovation theory as a theoretical pillar for mining and predicting user innovation hotspots using user innovation knowledge maps firstly. The research showed that users were important participants in modern product innovation. Putting emphasis on user innovation will greatly improve the status of product innovation in modern enterprises. User innovation is the process by which a user re-creates a product or service based on his or her own and technical experience using a product or service. This is to say, users can also be the driving force of innovation [6] . Finally, we can realize the innovation and upgrade a product in some certain industries. Moreover, von Hippel [7] demonstrated for the first time that users were the source of innovation in a series of industries and fields through theoretical research and empirical exploration. Therefore, the subversive view of ''user is an innovator'' is put forward, and the concept of user innovation is theoretically explained: the user participates in the innovative improvement of products and services [8] . This theory illustrates the ways and ideas of innovation from a new perspective, which means customers can deliver value to the companies. It has prompted more scholars to re-examine and further explore the role and status of the group of user innovators as well as the corresponding innovative ideas [9] . Wu and Xie [10] proposed that user innovation referred to using their own skills and experience to make certain improvements and innovations in products and services that they used. It believed that innovations were generally made in two ways: firstly, they came up with new ideas for achieving their end-use goals. Secondly, they made improvements of the products and services offered by manufacturers. Zheng [11] proposed that user innovation activity was actually the second stage of product redesign, that is, out of control of the producer, that was completely participated and led by the user. It is an act of product redesign that the user inspired by their own needs and external environment to participate in. Zhang [12] even proposed that enterprises should use internal and external resources at the same time, that is, on the basis of traditional innovation, fully utilize user innovation to further improve products, meet user needs and efficiently realize the development of new products. As the innovation theory scheme continuously improve, the dominant position of the theory in the innovation theory has been gradually established. How to apply the theory efficiently and reasonably to practice has attracted many scholars' attention.
Therefore, more experts and scholars seek deeper innovation knowledge mining and transformation methods based on the innovation of user innovation community, and then use modern knowledge network tools to conduct research and analysis of user innovation knowledge points [13] . Nie [14] proposed a knowledge network management method to promote tacit knowledge mining and sharing. Through the knowledge network, the management of tacit knowledge makes a great convenience of the effective mining and dissemination. Gao [15] used the method of keyword co-occurrence analysis on the knowledge map to explore the development trend of organizational change. As a map node, the keywords in the literature are featured by frequency and centrality. Based on that, the main hot spots can obtain in the field of organizational change. User innovation knowledge points are relatively fixed and limited in quantity, and what really forms the frontier of innovation is the continuous extension of the user innovation knowledge network formed by the association between knowledge points, which determines the knowledge points. The arrangement affects the final knowledge map structure. Dahlander and Frederiksen [16] mined user interaction data information in the innovation community, and combined interviewers with user innovators. It is concluded that when users innovate in the innovation community, a ''core-edge'' structure is usually formed. That is, the vast majority of interactions in the community mentions the core innovation knowledge points. This structure has a densely connected core and a loosely hierarchical range of features, where the innovative knowledge points that intersect the core and multiple knowledge modules are more influential [17] . Liao et al. [18] studied how to model and analyze the innovation knowledge network of enterprise community users. It used the weighted knowledge network (WKN) to establish quantitative models of innovation knowledge aiming to carry out innovation hot knowledge domain, the core association model of innovation knowledge, and the discovery and analysis of innovation knowledge. Wang [19] built the company's collaboration and knowledge network, studied the impact of structural holes and centrality on the two networks in order to mine innovative knowledge points from the knowledge network. This study suggests that knowledge and social networks influence where researchers search for discoveries [20] .
However, the question in the study is that the knowledge map established have neglected the temporal effects and the dynamic changes in the above scholars' exploration. Therefore, inspired by the previous literature, our paper takes the temporal attribute of knowledge points as a weight factor into the user knowledge map, in order to construct a temporalweighted knowledge map for further knowledge analysis to realize the prediction function of the knowledge map.
Temporal-weighted knowledge maps have their unique advantages in the field of hot spots researching. Li et al. [21] explored that constructing community knowledge maps with a dynamic weighted networks was of great significance for understanding the evolution model of complex knowledge networks. The constructed evolutionary temporal-weighted subgroups clearly reflect the evolution of nodes and edges in a certain period. The process can reveal hidden and more complex knowledge network patterns and evolution directions. Most scientifically meaningful network systems take temporal factors into account, which means that the attributes of each node change over time [22] , [23] . Adding temporality to the network improve more flexibility, while it cannot be applied to a static network. Hence, we can better explore the periodicity of user innovation knowledge hot spots and better predict future innovation areas [24] .
Research reveals that the user-innovation community based on the co-occurrence analysis of temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge maps have a exceeding influence on exploring user innovation knowledge hot spots in related industry [25] , [26] . Temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge map can realize the accurate presentation of the development of research field, discover the cyclical law of growth and predict the next possible research hot spots and development frontier [27] . Therefore, this paper will study this issue, and we consider the temporal weighted attribute to consider all aspects of the user innovation knowledge map aiming to achieve the following three research goals:
(i) More accurately describe the temporal weighted attributes of the user's innovative knowledge points.
(ii) More accurately identify user innovation hotspots in today's relevant industries.
(iii) Observe the changes in the co-occurrence relationship of knowledge maps visually, so that the law of 'user innovation hotspot knowledge field growth cycle' can be analyzed.
This paper is structured as follows: Firstly, the definition of temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge map and core subgroup will be presented in detail, as well as the calculation formula and analysis process in Section 2. Secondly, we propose a method of temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge map and explain the build result in section 3. In Section 4, an empirical study will be conducted with a target user innovation community. We will crawl more than 7 million texts of user posts and user interactions in the community over the past five years, extracting 610 highfrequency words. Then, we will take into account the temporal attribute of knowledge points and give knowledge word frequency and co-occurrence relationship of knowledge points different weights to establish temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge map [28] . On this basis, we will search for innovative knowledge hot spots and development frontiers by extracting core subgroups. Moreover, from the perspective of time, we will explore the hot spots of user innovation and predict the direction of future innovation [29] . Finally, we conclude with some summaries and suggestions of our findings in Section 5.
II. DEFINITION OF TEMPORAL-WEIGHTED USER INNOVATION KNOWLEDGE MAP AND CORE SUBGRUOP
User innovation mapping is the main source of analysis and acquisition of cutting-edge innovation knowledge. The user's innovative knowledge mapping is a persistent and stable knowledge network. It is mainly the interconnection of network community user innovation points within a certain time and network, and the use of information screening and extraction technology to find a stable knowledge model and innovative knowledge areas to use. It has the functions of promoting the efficient use of innovative knowledge, tapping into a solid knowledge model, and discovering the frontiers of innovation. The network can make better use of the innovative knowledge points of various innovative units and the exploration of multi-party relationships, promote the flow of knowledge through various channels, and integrate and derive more innovative knowledge modules [30] .
Knowledge networks are based on the relationship between knowledge points, linking entities together. These entities share a common concern and are embedded in a collective work environment that creates and shares dynamic relationships with the knowledge assets of the system. Knowledge is a tool that it can help them establish relationship that have a superior match with each knowledge point. In using so, it can clarify the knowledge pattern and be applied promptly to the reality.
On this basis, this paper introduces the temporal properties of innovative knowledge points into the knowledge mapping to explore the hot spots of user innovation and its periodicity. In the knowledge mapping, the knowledge points come from different users and posts, which represent the interaction between users, the relationship between posts and replies, and the connection of knowledge in expressing meanings. At the same time, considering the temporal attributes and the knowledge-weighted network of co-word relationships has a strong expressive power in describing and analyzing knowledge points. Therefore, in order to better describe the network cross-linkage between knowledge points, this paper introduces information mining and knowledge network theory to define temporally weighted user innovation knowledge mapping: It takes the innovative knowledge point as the node and the co-occurrence relationship between the innovative knowledge points as the edge. At the same time, the point weights of the temporal-weighted knowledge point focus and the temporal-weighted knowledge point frequency are the performance attributes of the innovative knowledge points. We use the collinearity of the weighted knowledge points to describe the knowledge point co-occurrence relationship. In the temporal-weighted user innovation map, the temporally weighted knowledge point focus degree represents the degree of recognition of the knowledge point, and the temporalweighted knowledge point frequency represents the degree of attention of the knowledge point. We fully consider the impact of various factors on the mining of user innovation knowledge points. The innovation intensity of a post in the community is divided into two parts, namely the heat of interest and the temporal attribute. In the user innovation community, posts with higher number of views and replies can be considered to have a higher degree of interest. The closer the posting time is to the current post, the higher the temporal attribute, if a post has a higher Temporality and a high degree of concern can be considered as a high level of innovation.
Based on the original temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge mapping, we fully consider the edge-weight competition relationship between the knowledge points in the user's innovative knowledge mapping. That is, the knowledge point unit (isolated point) that cannot satisfy the corresponding threshold relationship will be eliminated, and a more stable innovative knowledge mapping will be formed. Therefore, when we construct a stable temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge mapping, we will set the edge weight threshold according to the data requirements, clean and remove the edge weights that are not within the threshold range, and obtain the temporal-weighted user knowledge mapping after the stability analysis. On this basis, the extraction of innovative knowledge subgroups can be carried out.
Innovation knowledge subgroup discovery and analysis is a typical method in social network substructure analysis methods [31] . Therefore, the analysis method can simplify the complex user innovation knowledge network structure, and integrate the closely related innovation knowledge into a class, which can facilitate the researcher's substructure and its internal correlation in the knowledge network, thereby enabling a more concise and intuitive representation of the knowledge point network structure. This paper applies the CONCOR clustering analysis method to the classification of user innovation knowledge subgroups [32] . In the knowledge point weighted network, the relationship structure between each knowledge point is analyzed by CONCOR clustering, and the individual subgroups of different knowledge modules are obtained, to explore the relationship between the structural attributes of individual networks and individual attributes. CONCOR clustering analysis is based on the relationship density between the internal members of the subgroup relative to the density of the relationship between the internal and external members to cluster the knowledge units in the overall knowledge network to form aggregating subgroups [33] .
Through the visualization of the ''Ucinet'' software, there is little or no association between the clustered subgroups at the edge and the cluster subgroups in the core region, which are relatively isolated and represent relatively independent and have not yet formed a large scale. Research area [34] . The significance is to find actors in the total set that have strong, direct, close, frequent or positive relationships and to group them together. On this basis we define the core subgroups: The partial subgroups obtained after clustering are of low importance in the knowledge network and are not enough to represent a knowledge module. Therefore, we use the core ranking method to perform core subgroup screening. The sum of the point weights of all the knowledge points in each subgroup (the focus degree and the temporal-weighted word frequency) is divided by the sum of the total point weights as the core degree of each subgroup, and the knowledge subgroups with lower core degree are screened out. Only the knowledge subgroups with higher cores are reserved to represent different knowledge modules. The screening method of the core subgroup is as follows: Calculate the centrality ratio of each core subgroup according to formula (1), and then perform the cumulative calculation of the centrality ratio. When the cumulative center of the subgroup reaches a set threshold (which can be set according to research needs), the extracted subgroups can be referred to as core subgroups. Among them, each knowledge module has a close internal relationship, and each knowledge module is loosely connected.
Through the central attributes of the core subgroups, explore the knowledge patterns it represents. Centrality is an indicator of the importance of a measurement node in the network, which is used to quantitatively measure the size of the actions taken by the various units in the network in the overall network [35] .
In the knowledge-weighted network, the knowledge point unit with higher centrality represents the central position of the point in the whole knowledge network, and its own development can play a larger role in the whole knowledge network, or other knowledge. Points have a strong dependence on them. Therefore, the analysis is carried out by using the point degree centrality and the mediation center degree two indicators, and the two central degrees are indicators of the central attributes of each unit knowledge point in the core subgroup. Point-centricity represents the value of the sum of the point-edge weights that are directly connected to a point in the network.
That is, the degree of centrality of each knowledge point within the calculation subgroup is analyzed based on the calculated value.
The point-centered formula for the knowledge point [36] is:
where the number of knowledge points are directly connected to the knowledge point, which is the maximum possible degree of knowledge points in the knowledge-weighted network. The intermediary centrality refers to the ratio of the shortest path through a certain point in the network and connecting the two points to the total number of shortest path lines between the two points. In addition, the points with VOLUME 7, 2019 high mediation are often located on the path connecting two different clusters [37] . The algorithm used to determine the knowledge subgroup and the knowledge subgroup is to use this feature to distinguish the clusters in the knowledge mapping.
The intermediate degree of each knowledge point is calculated by using the calculation formula of the intermediate point of the knowledge point [38] .
g Q j Q k represents the number of shortcuts between the knowledge points Q j and Q k , g Q j Q k (Q i ) is the number of shortcuts of the passing point Q i between the points Q j and Q k .
Definition 4: User innovation activity is a measure of a user's overall focus on a particular area of innovative knowledge. This indicator can be calculated by summing the weights of the temporal weights between the knowledge points in the knowledge domain. The higher the user's innovation activity in a certain field, the more knowledge points in the field interact.
In order to explore the dynamic relationship between the various knowledge points, each of the knowledge points with the centrality ratio is the user knowledge group. The dynamic analysis of the co-occurrence of innovative knowledge nodes is based on the extracted knowledge sub-groups, and visualizes the periodicity of the knowledge hot spots and development trends with the changes of time. User innovation activity contains the user's passion and attention to innovation in a certain field and its associated knowledge model. Because of temporal weighting of knowledge points, the periodic change trend of knowledge association mode is analyzed again [39] . Therefore, the enterprise identifies the user's innovative knowledge mode and the development trend of innovation hot spots through the visual representation of knowledge mapping, thus improving the utilization of enterprises. Users innovate the efficiency of product or service development.
III. THE MODELING OF TEMPORAL-WEIGHTED KNOWLEDGE MAP A. CONSTRUCTION OF TEMPORAL WEIGHTED FUNCTION
Because innovation has a strong timeliness, when the concentration of knowledge points appear in the late time. It has a greater sense of innovation, and the innovation is weaker when the knowledge points appear in the earlier time, so we give different weights to posts published at different times, and then calculate knowledge points' appear frequency and its common-line relationship.
We consider the timeliness of the post. We sort the posts in chronological order and number them. Then we set the time weight of the newest post as 1, the time weight of the first published post is 0.4, the time weight increases with the post number. The linearity is reduced, so that T (k) is the time weight of the k post, which is the total number of posts, and the time weight function is expressed as follows:
B. MODELING OF TEMPORAL-WEIGHTED NETWORK
At the first time, we use the word segmentation process to obtain high frequency words based on all the posts that we climbed. According to the research content, the highfrequency word threshold is set, that is, the key highfrequency words can be obtained and used as the set of user innovation knowledge points. We can express it as the following formula:
Based on the set of user innovation knowledge points crawled from user innovation community, the calculation of the focus degree of the temporal-weighted knowledge points is first performed. It can represent the degree of recognition of a knowledge point by a community user. Based on the attention degree calculation method [40] , a calculation method based on the number of posts and the number of views is proposed, which makes the number of views representing the posts, the number of responses on the posts, and the browsing of the posts. Heat, on behalf of the attention of the post.
The calculation formula for the browsing popularity of a post is:
The reply heat calculation formula of the post:
Referring to the TF-IDF algorithm, the interest of the post is the weighted average of the popularity of the post and the heat of the reply. It can be expressed as follows. The weights of the posts are represented as follows, and the weights of the browsing heat and the heat of response are respectively represented. For the purpose we have explored, we take 0.5 and 0.5 [40] :
The filtered collection of posts is expressed as:
After getting the temporal attribute and interest of the post, based on the information of the knowledge points contained in the post, we get the focus of the knowledge points based on time weighting:
In the formula (10), a is the total number of posts, ϕ Q i , W j is 0, 1 variable, and ϕ Q i , W j is 1 when the knowledge point Q i is included in the post W j , otherwise ϕ Q i , W j is 0.
The temporal-weighted knowledge point frequency reflects the degree of attention of the knowledge point from another aspect. Let γ (Q i ) denote the word frequency of the Q i knowledge point. The word frequency is expressed as follows:
Considering the temporal attribute of the knowledge point, when the time of occurrence of a certain knowledge point is closer to the present, the knowledge point can be considered to have a larger weight. According to formula (11), let ϑ(Q i ) be Q i knowledge points based on time. The weighted word frequency is proposed to calculate the knowledge point frequency based on temporal weighting:
The temporal-weighted knowledge point co-occurrence indicator represents the association between knowledge points. In this paper, we study the past literature, synthesize various standard documents, use the calculation method in the literature [18] . Then, we use the collinear number of points to represent the network edge weight, and combine the temporal properties to construct the temporal-weighted edge weight. The weighted knowledge network edge weights make (Q i , Q j ) a [0,1] variable. When knowledge point Q i and knowledge point Q j are in the same post, ω(Q i , Q j ) is 1 and vice versa.
Next, considering the temporal weighting function, different weights are given to the collinearity of the two knowledge points at different time posts, and the calculation of the collinear number of knowledge points based on temporal weighting is given:
In equation (10), ρ(Q i , Q j ) is an edge weight matrix. Combining the three attribute matrices of the calculated knowledge points, according to the definition of the temporalweighted user innovation knowledge network, the user innovation map formula can be obtained:
IV. EMPIRICAL STUDY AND ANALYSIS A. DATA SOURCE AND ATTRIBUTES ANALYSIS 1) HIGH FREQUENCY WORDS CRAWLING AND DATA COLLECTION
In order to verify the conclusion of the analysis, we choose the electronic industry as the object of empirical evidence. Electronic industry is an important strategic industry of national economy. With the rapid development of national information construction, the electronic industry has maintained rapid growth in recent years, and the new market demand for it is increasing day by day. It is an important booster of country's economic growth. The electronic industry has the characteristics of high demand from users, fast technological innovation speed, strong industrial correlation and so on. If enterprises only rely on their own independent innovation, the innovation speed will lag behind, so Engaging users in the innovation process is an important option. In this paper, we select ''Arduino Chinese community'', the largest DIY community for electronic enthusiastic community in China, as the research object.
In ''Arduino Chinese community '', users can share their knowledge of the electronic field within the community and publish their own modifications to existing electronic devices. The community brings together gather a large number of user experts in electronic devices. The community now has 200,000 active users and more than 400,000 posts. We chose ''Arduino Chinese community'' as our target community for the following reasons:
(i) The entry threshold of electronic field is high, and all entrants have certain technical foundation and innovation ability.
(ii) Many software in the field of electronics are open source software, which is very suitable for users to innovate.
(iii) Many electronic enterprises have established good cooperative relations with the Arduino Chinese community, funding to maintain the operation of the ''Arduino Chinese community'', and regularly released some user innovation tasks.
Based on this, we use Python to crawl the data from the largest segment of the community, the comprehensive discussion section, and crawl the content, number of replies, and number of views per post in chronological order.
The content represents the user's speech. The reply on behalf of other users evaluated the content of the post. The browsing on behalf of other users read the content of the post. Based on the content of all posts, get the content after the word segmentation, and then get the high frequency words after removing operations such as unless noun, stop word and meaningless link word, etc. Choose the number of occurrences in more than 100 high-frequency words in the first 20% words for the key high-frequency words. We can get 610 high frequency words and use them as a set of user innovation points. We expressed them as follows:
2) THE ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCTION RESULTS
The temporal-weighted knowledge point and the temporalweighted knowledge point frequency are the two-point weights of the innovation knowledge point, which comprehensively considers the temporal knowledge attributes and attention heat of the innovation knowledge points and posts, reflecting the knowledge points in the whole knowledge point system. The degree of prominence and forward-looking VOLUME 7, 2019
development. The higher the point weight of a knowledge point, the more likely it is that the knowledge point becomes the core of the user's innovative knowledge and the leader of the knowledge field. After constructing the three indicator matrices of the temporal-weighted knowledge point focus degree, the temporal-weighted knowledge point frequency and the temporal-weighted collinear number edge weight, the calculated knowledge points are combined according to the definition of the temporally weighted user innovation knowledge network. The three attribute matrices can be used to construct a temporally weighted user innovation knowledge mapping according to equation (11) , as shown in the following figure. At the same time, because the edge weight of some knowledge points is too small, the knowledge network formed by it is not stable in the temporally weighted user innovation knowledge mapping. After the temporal weighting, the collinearity number edge weight is too small, and the connection with other user innovation knowledge points is loose, which leads to the stability of the overall network constructed and affects the network analysis result. Based on this, through the in-depth study of the existing literature, this paper sets the threshold to 8 which is to delete the edge weights with the value less than 8, and reconstruct the temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge mapping after the stability processing [38] . The result of the construction is shown in Figure (1) . After the threshold screening, the network edge rights are more concentrated, and the relationship between the innovation knowledge points is more stable, which provides greater help for the subsequent analysis of the user innovation knowledge group.
In the temporally weighted user innovation knowledge mapping after threshold screening, the same color group represents the knowledge subgroup formed by the more closely related knowledge points. Different colors represent different hot topics, and different clusters are closely linked by key nodes located in the middle. It can be clearly seen from the figure that the knowledge points have a clear tendency to cluster distribution. This shows that user knowledge points can indeed be grouped into different classes based on their tight connections.
According to equations (10) and (12), the temporalweighted focus and the knowledge point frequency of 610 knowledge points can be calculated. Some contents are shown in Table 1 :
Firstly, using the weighted knowledge focus degree to explain the word frequency attribute from high frequency knowledge points, the user's attention hot spot and future development direction in this field are preliminarily determined. The calculation results show that the time-weighted focus of each knowledge point is different. Combined with the algorithm knowledge and the actual literature experience, the higher the value of the time-weighted knowledge point focus, the more attention it receives. Therefore, by focusing on the knowledge points with a large degree of focus, it provides a more certain direction for further research. Finally, according to Table 1 , the degree of focus between knowledge points is quite different. The value span between 30 and 150 indicates that the user has a clearer demarcation of the knowledge points. Indicators to determine user innovation hot spot knowledge.
Again, we can focus on the trend-group weighted knowledge point frequency to analyze the knowledge point grouping trend. This value is the result of the temporal weighting process, indicating the frequency of mention of the knowledge points by the user innovator in the non-time phase. The close focus of high-frequency knowledge points lays the foundation for exploring the inner relationship of knowledge subgroups. Observing the data in Table 1 , the value is at a high level as a whole, indicating that all the high-frequency knowledge points that we extracted are in the community, and the frequency of occurrence of knowledge points in posts and user interactions is also large.
The higher the value of this indicator, the more likely it is that this key knowledge point is the core knowledge point in the field of innovation. Therefore, when considering the hot knowledge points of innovation, it is necessary to comprehensively consider the point weight index of two aspects. The high level of a single indicator does not mean that the innovation knowledge point can become the core knowledge point of the innovation hot spot. Only two indicators are at a relatively consistent level, which can explain the position of this knowledge point in the overall high-frequency knowledge points.
The temporal-weighted co-occurrence number edge weighting description index is constructed based on the original matrix of the number of times of knowledge points co-occurrence, and the re-description of the co-occurrence relationship is given according to the time nodes in which the knowledge points appear in the post. It reflects the number of co-occurrences between the user's innovative knowledge points, that is, the intrinsic relationship between the two knowledge points. When describing the relationship between the two, this paper considers the influence of the temporal attribute factor on the variability of the relationship between the two, and expresses the complex factual relationship from the two dimensions of time and space.
The reason why this paper uses the temporal attribute to weight is that on the one hand, most of the knowledge points in the high-frequency knowledge points that are crawled out are the innovative knowledge points that the users pay attention to in the past, and the rapid advancement of technology has been realized and gradually promoted. So, it is not difficult to understand that the class has achieved user innovation knowledge points on the time node does not meet the user innovation knowledge points we are looking for. On the other hand, this article is not only to explore the relationship between individual knowledge points, but also to pay more attention to the mutual connection of knowledge groups. And our role in this kind of knowledge point in the knowledge group cannot be denied for the time being. In order to be objective, therefore, we give such knowledge points a lower weight to ensure the truthfulness and accuracy of the conclusions.
B. THE ANALYSIS OF TEMPORAL-WEIGHTED USER INNOVATION KNOWLEDGE MAP 1) CORE SUBGROUP ANALYSIS
Based on the three index matrices, we establish a temporal weighted user innovation map, and make a detailed analysis to explore the specific user innovation points and future development and innovation fields.
First, this paper uses CONCOR clustering to classify the 610 high-frequency knowledge points, and obtain 15 condensed subgroups. The meaning of this clustering is that after clustering, each condensed subgroup represents a knowledge module, and the knowledge points within the knowledge module are more closely related than other modules. Moreover, the numerical value represents the key word connection is close and the clustering effect is good. For example, in the first category of ''sharing'', ''program code'' and ''precision'' knowledge points. There is a big possibility that the future focus is more precise, streamlined program code. In other cases of the same level of equivalent hardware development, If the relevant industry companies can devote more attention to such a group of users to focus on knowledge, the more likely they will occupy a leading position in the future development. Other knowledge modules represent similar meanings, some knowledge points and the number of it's points in each knowledge module are shown in table 2:
After obtaining the basic composition information of the 15 subgroups, then extract the core subgroups from the subgroups. We believe that the central degree of the core subgroup is relatively large in the whole condensed subgroup, this aspect can explain the important position of the core subgroup in the whole agglomeration subgroup. On the one hand, it is of great significance to analyze the core subgroups with large proportion in the later research. According to formula (1), the core ratio and cumulative core degree of each subgroup is as follows:
We arrange the calculated results in the order from large to small, and the subgroups with the cumulative core degree not more than 80% identify as the core subgroups. Therefore, we do select nine core subgroups according to the calculation results. At the same time, we name the innovation knowledge module of each core subgroup according to the characteristics of their internal knowledge points.
Based on the results of the 15 core subgroups obtained, we analyzed the attributes of the internal knowledge points for 15 subgroups respectively. According to Formula (2), we can calculate the degree center degree of different core subgroups. Because of the large number of data, we list the degree center degree of the inline structure module as Table 5 : The table shows that the high frequency words of the core subgroup are mainly concentrated in the embedded structure modules, such as ''structure'', ''data transmission'', ''sharing'' and so on. Thus it can be concerned that subgroup one represent knowledge module embedded structure. In this module, the degree centrality of the words ''structure'', ''data transmission'' and ''optimization'' are ranked above, belongs to the key words in this module, we can draw the conclusion that users more focus on components running speed and optimize the structure, so the enterprise can increase the research and development of the components running speed.
However, the degree centrality of ''debugging program'', ''voice control'' and ''productization'' are of low centrality and low importance in the whole module. It shows that in the human-computer Interaction module, the field of voice control does not belong to the hot area of concern. The Enlightenment to electronic enterprises is that it can reduce the R&D investment in the field of voice control appropriately, and the relatively low centrality ranking of ''productization'' knowledge points can reflect to some extent that the user innovator's product awareness is poor, they only focus on proposing innovation points but ignore productization of innovation points.
Considering the importance of individual knowledge points, the intermediary centrality of knowledge points is processed and analyzed according to formula (3) . The degree of intermediary centrality can use to explore its role as a bridge between knowledge points. The mediation centrality of embedded structure module subgroup are as follows:
The above table shows that ''structure'', ''data transmission'', ''optimization'' and other words of the intermediary rank high in terms of intermediary centrality, they played a media role in the entire knowledge module. In other words, when other knowledge points want to connect with other knowledge points, they must rely on these knowledge points with high intermediary centrality. These knowledge points play a very important role in controlling the flow of knowledge points in the completely embedded structure knowledge network. However, the intermediary centrality ranking of knowledge points such as ''debugging'' and ''dynamic memory'' rank lower, which played a very weak role as a medium. In general, the ranking of point degree centrality of knowledge points was consistent with the ranking of intermediary centrality, with only a small fluctuation of up and down. It can conclude that the degree of user concern for a certain knowledge point in a knowledge module is the same as its media role. There is no knowledge point with high user concern but weak media role, that is, there is no key innovation knowledge point that is weakly related to other knowledge points and relatively independent.
Based on the results of degree centrality and intermediary centrality of the knowledge points of the embedded structure knowledge network, we can see that the degree centrality of the knowledge points of ''structure'' is relatively high. It indicates that users of the knowledge points of embedded structure pay more attention to them and occupy an important central position in the overall network. At the same time, considering its intermediary centrality, it is also at a high level, that is, it can play a core linkage role in the network knowledge network. It can explain ''structure'' knowledge spot will become the future development the hot spot knowledge spot.
2) THE ANALYSIS OF THE INNOVATIVE FRONTIER FIELD DEVELOPMENT TREND AND CYCLICAL GROWTH LAW BASED ON THE CORE KNOWLEDGE CLUSTER
Based on the analysis of the core subgroups, we selected the knowledge points with high centrality ranking in the nine core subgroups to form the innovative knowledge group, and used ''Ucinet'' and ''Gephi'' to realize the visualization of the knowledge group.
This can further stand on the global perspective of the network to observe and analyze the user's innovative knowledge group. This paper selects the knowledge points that rank VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. User innovation knowledge group co-word relationship cyclical trend. The illustration shows that the thickness of the edges is the embodiment of the weight of the knowledge point edge, the size of the nodes is the embodiment of the focal degree of the knowledge point with temporal weighting, the size of the label is the embodiment of the temporal weighted knowledge point frequency, the experimental results are as follows:
According to the time distribution and changing trend of user innovation Knowledge point, this paper analyzes the frontier field and development trend of user innovation research, which can reveal the cyclical law of user innovation Knowledge hotspot field more effectively.
The first line represents the ''embedded structure'' knowledge group. From the overall point of view, the size and relationship among the knowledge points in the knowledge group are sparse in the first stage, which means the attention of the user innovators is lower. At the same time, users' innovators are not aware of the links between some of these knowledge points, and some knowledge points are marginalized in the innovation sub-group. For example, the ''interpretation'' knowledge point is only linked to the ''adjustment'' knowledge point. In the second stage of the innovation field, the connection of knowledge points has undergone certain development and changes, but it has not produced overall changes of the hot knowledge field. In the third stage, the innovative knowledge field gradually formed a clear weighted knowledge relationship. What's more, the intrinsic link between the knowledge points of the innovative knowledge domain is gradually being fully identified. The ''interpretation'' knowledge points gradually have a certain relationship with other knowledge points in the field, which indicates that more user innovators attach importance to the important role of interpretation functions in electronic information data editing. The development of interpretation functions will be on data structure, the logical level produces a linkage effect. The ''inline structure ''knowledge field presents a development trend from ''sparse, sparse'' to ''intensive ''.
The second column represents the ''code program'' knowledge group. It can be seen from the figure that the sub-group shows a more complex knowledge point relationship in the first stage, and the degree of contact between each knowledge point is also strong. Even the innovative knowledge points are highly concerned by the innovative users. This means that the innovation field has been accepted by the majority of users and has gradually become a hot spot for the development of the industry. After a short period of time in this innovative hotspot, the links between knowledge groups have become sparser. By the second stage, the links between the various knowledge points between the sub-groups weakened, and the innovation activity within the field decreased. However, in the third stage, the relationship between the knowledge points in the knowledge sub-group was further strengthened or even exceeded. The first stage is once again a hot spot for innovation. The ''code program'' knowledge field as a whole presents a development trend from ''dense, sparse-more'' to ''dense''.
The third column is the ''storage module'' knowledge subgroup. The attention of the three-stage users to the knowledge field is almost the same and higher, and the relationship between the knowledge points is relatively tight. It can be seen that user innovators are constantly paying attention to this knowledge area and constantly adjusting the internal links of knowledge points based on their respective innovation perceptions and capabilities. For example, the knowledge points such as ''precision'', ''expansion '' and ''model'' play a leading role in the overall knowledge sub-group. Then, if the enterprise carries out innovation in this field, then the focus should be placed more on this knowledge point. The ''storage module'' knowledge area as a whole presents a situation from ''dense, intensive'' to ''intensive''.
Based on the frontier areas of innovative knowledge that have been identified, we have calculated and visualized the user innovation activity of the knowledge sub-group. We found out the changes in user innovation activity over time in each domain of knowledge, and use moving average filtering to filter out interference or frequent random fluctuations in the data to better show trend changes. We choose a representative knowledge group and express the time trend of its innovation activity.
It can be seen from the figure that in the first stage and the second stage of the ''inline structure'' module knowledge group, the level of user innovation activity is at a low level, and has maintained a relatively stable state. In the third stage, the knowledge field the level of attention has suddenly increased, and user innovators have focused more on this area of knowledge. In the short term, the knowledge group experienced a transition from the introduction phase to the explosive development phase.
In the early days of our research, the ''code program'' module knowledge group maintained a high level of user innovation activity. Due to the limited ability of innovation in the knowledge field, the innovation activity in the knowledge field is reduced overall, the number of references to knowledge points is significantly reduced, and the innovation activity in the field of innovation knowledge shows a trend of turbulence, indicating that the knowledge The regiment was in a recession during this period. However, the use of the knowledge base in the third phase of the innovation activity showed signs of rebound. Due to the stimulation of new innovation power, the level of user innovation activity has risen above the first stage, and we can think that it may enter the next development cycle.
The ''storage module'' module has been in a mature phase. Because its user innovation activity has not changed much, and the overall level is at a high level. This means that the knowledge group has entered a mature stage, and user innovators have become more stable in the field of innovative knowledge.
To sum up, we draw a conclusion that the development of user's innovative knowledge will be different in each stage of different knowledge fields through the initial stage, the explosive development stage, the mature stage and the recession stage. Moreover, when a knowledge field is at the end of the recession period and no new innovation turnaround point occurs, its user innovation activity will stabilize at a certain level and no longer change. However, when there is a major innovation turn in a certain knowledge field in the recession stage, the field will enter the next new and higher starting point of user innovation knowledge growth cycle, in the appropriate era and technology background, one already in the recession of user innovation will re-emerge.
We find that the innovation activity in the field of specific innovation knowledge shows a certain periodicity. We use the sum of the weighted edge weights of the intellectual group to measure the innovation activity of the knowledge group. The sum of the weights of the weights of the knowledge group's temporal weights means the closeness of the connections of the various knowledge points in the knowledge group. And we conducted a dynamic periodicity study in conjunction with the core knowledge group. The height of the temporal weighted point weight of the core knowledge subgroup map after visualization, and the magnitude of the temporalweighted edge weight between the innovative knowledge points show the overall innovation activity of the knowledge domain, while the innovation activity of the knowledge field The high and low levels establish the different stages of the knowledge sub-group.
The stage of user innovation hotspots represented by the knowledge sub-group can be divided into four stages. In the initial stage, the explosive development stage, the mature stage and the recession stage correspond to the A, B, C, and D areas in the Figure4. For example, the ''inline structure'' knowledge area above, which is from the A stage to the B stage. The period of the phase transition; the ''code program'' knowledge field has entered a new nascent period after a period of stagnation, and the starting point of this nascent period is higher, that is, it is located in the next cycle from the D phase. The location of the phase transition; the ''storage module'' knowledge domain is the long-term phase D, and there is no significant change in innovation activity.
By visualizing the time-phase evolution diagram of a representative knowledge sub-group, we can see the establishment process of the frontier field of user innovation: only when an innovative knowledge model is initially concerned by users, the knowledge node mentions and frequency and internal connections are not tight. As more and more users pay attention to this knowledge field, more links between knowledge points are discovered, and this stage is the outbreak period of ground-breaking innovation knowledge points. The links between the various knowledge points have increased, the existing connections have become closer, and the frequency of knowledge points has generally increased. This indicates that the maturity level of relevant innovation knowledge fields is increasing and its diffusion is beginning to rise. However, due to the complex relationship between knowledge points, a stable and systematic knowledge association model has not been formed. Finally, a clearer knowledge hotspot knowledge model is gradually formed. At this time, the word frequency and co-word relationship of knowledge nodes based on temporal weighting in the knowledge group will be more stable, which can indicate the formation of the frontier of user innovation knowledge research, in the field. After the knowledge structure has stabilized, the field can still enter the next new cycle of innovation knowledge with the help of emerging opportunities.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In today's increasingly technologically advanced era, knowledge prediction technology has become the focus of attention in all walks of life. At this stage, more research and application of technology prediction focuses on the adoption of industry experts' recommendations to independently predict the technological frontier from the perspective of the enterprise, but it ignores the guiding role of users in the development of the entire industry. Therefore, in order to take into account the role of users in various stages of development in innovation and the development of technology predictions, the temporal attributes of user innovation knowledge points must be quantified. At this point, the temporal weighted user innovation knowledge map Construction provides the conditions for cutting-edge knowledge prediction technology.
The temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge map presents the innovation hot spots and relationship among different innovation knowledge points. In the meanwhile, we consider the temporal factor of innovation. We use the dual weights of the knowledge points, temporal-weighted knowledge point attention and point frequency, to describe the innovation knowledge points' attributes, as well as temporal-weighted knowledge point co-occurrence times as the edge weight attributes describing the co-occurrence relationship of knowledge points. Then, using core subgroup analysis, central analysis, and knowledge node co-occurrence dynamic analysis, the paper analyzes the status of each knowledge point in the innovation network of different users and their joint role in the innovation network. According to the case study of the Arduino user community, it is probably to analyze the innovation hot spots and development frontiers more intuitively and accurately, which can provide relevant hot spots research fields and warnings for relevant enterprises. At present, because there are some hot issues in the industry that need to be solved urgently, it is practical to guide real industries [33] . This paper proposes a paradigm for predicting and analyzing leading-edge knowledge by constructing knowledge maps. Taking into account the complexity of the information on innovation knowledge in all walks of life, we have tapped the knowledge points of user innovation as the basis for prediction. User innovation knowledge hotspots represent the more potential user innovation knowledge points that are widely concerned. On this basis, the temporal factors of user innovation knowledge are taken into account in the construction of knowledge maps, which can more accurately advance knowledge hotspots and facilitate enterprises to predict frontier knowledge.
On the basic of a series of explorations of user innovation knowledge points and temporal-weighted knowledge map modeling analysis, we draw the following conclusions:
First, the knowledge patterns formed by cluster analysis of temporal-weighted knowledge points can more clearly describe the multi-domain knowledge composition of the community. The construction of temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge maps realizes the integration of scattered knowledge points. On this basis, cluster analysis based on the internal links of knowledge points can clearly divide the domain of knowledge points and distinguish domain intersection knowledge points.
Second, the core knowledge sub-group represents the highvaluable research model and development potential in a certain field. It is a knowledge sub-group that has a high degree of attention in a certain field based on the centrality. On this basis, the knowledge group can be further explored. The knowledge group identifies the core knowledge points of the field together to form a micro-knowledge network, and more precisely identifies the knowledge patterns of community users' innovation hotspots.
Third, the temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge map takes into account the temporal factor, and can intuitively explore the changing laws of the innovation hotspots in a certain period. Since the time-dynamic weighted analysis of the overall user innovation knowledge map is carried out, it can be seen that there are certain rules in the internal links of the knowledge sub-groups in different time periods. The establishment of innovative hotspots is a regular one. It usually takes a long time to continuously screen out and eliminate more innovative knowledge points, leaving more core innovation knowledge points and finally establishing a coreedge innovation knowledge model to characterize specific innovation fields and trends. It not only temporally weights the attributes of each innovative knowledge point within the knowledge map, but also visualizes the time dynamics of the internal links of the knowledge map, fully taking into account the time and space factors of the changes in the user's innovation hotspots [41] .
Fourth and finally, user innovation hotspot knowledge field growth cycle law is adapted to other fields. It include four stages, namely, the initial stage, the explosive development stage, the mature stage and the recession stage. Also, the duration of each phase of the different knowledge areas is different. Under normal circumstances, the level of innovation activity will maintain a stable development. Only under the premise of external environmental stimuli, a certain innovation hotspot will become more active or decline. Companies can make more accurate predictions about the future frontier research field when they understand this general growth law.
In view of the above conclusions, the main contribution of this paper is to propose a standardized paradigm that adapts to the particularity of cutting-edge technology and knowledge prediction. Construct a temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge map, and analyze and summarize the periodicity of user innovation knowledge growth to make accurate technical predictions. At the same time, the technology prediction method has a universal applicability to manage and predict knowledge based on innovative knowledge in different industries to which users are innovative. Therefore, we propose the following suggestions in order to provide modern enterprises with new ideas for applying user innovation theory.
The methods and results obtained in this paper can be used by decision makers and researchers in the enterprise. The use of temporal weighted user innovation knowledge network to achieve user participation in innovation methods is more conducive to enterprises' accurate prediction of the frontier areas of future innovation hotspots and the search for entry points. Therefore, we propose the following suggestions, in order to provide modern enterprises with new methods of applying user innovation theory and predicting technical knowledge.
First of all, enterprises should pay more attention to the key position of users in innovation activities. The temporalweighted user innovation knowledge map is an important research object of enterprise and social innovation direction and field. User innovation can provide a positive impact for companies, and companies can commercialize innovative products developed by users and replace some or all of existing products. Servicing users is the primary goal of manufacturing products [42] . When companies identify areas where user innovation is more mature, and targeted product development in this area, product innovation and research and development costs can be saved [43] . Moreover, the research frontiers of more user innovators are likely to become relevant development trends of the industry at home and abroad.
Then, Enterprises should pay attention to the knowledge sub-group representing the user's innovative knowledge field, and always follow the attention and apply it to practice. The enterprise sets up the user innovation section on its own network platform, and deeply explores and processes the knowledge points of the section to construct a user innovation knowledge map [44] . The enterprise uses temporal-weighted attribute indicators to coexist between knowledge points and knowledge points. The time-weighted user innovation knowledge map of the interactive presentation of the relationship describes the characteristics of user innovation community user innovation. The innovative direction highlighted by the network will play a certain role in the future development of the company. On the other hand, in the enterprise's product and service innovation, enterprises can clearly understand the core innovation knowledge points in the knowledge paradigm through central indicators. Also, enterprises should pay attention to it in order to achieve innovation in this field [45] . The common development of other knowledge points of development.
Furthermore, enterprises can combine the evolutionary rules of the internal links of knowledge sub-groups to achieve the key projections for the development of future innovation frontiers. Based on the more mature ''core-edge'' knowledge module, the company clearly identifies leading core innovation knowledge points and affiliated innovation knowledge points. It helps to achieve efficient allocation of resources when planning future investment.
Most importantly, enterprises can grasp the innovation hotspots of each stage according to the cyclical law of the growth of user innovation knowledge hotspots, and catch the pace of innovation and development. The periodicity of growth in the field of innovation hotspots is based on the sum of the temporal edge-weighted weights, and the regularity of the changes in the stage of the knowledge field in the change of time. After the innovation activity analysis of the innovation knowledge module, the enterprise should first determine the stage of the innovation knowledge module. For knowledge modules in the initial stage, companies should pay attention to them and confirm their future development direction and future value through continuous market attention. The knowledge module is in the stage of explosive development. Because of its many innovative knowledge points, the innovative knowledge relationship is complex and vague, and the company can focus on it and is committed to identifying the true core innovation knowledge points [46] . Enterprises should pay vigilant attention to the knowledge modules at maturity stage, pay close attention to the more mature user innovations related to them, and be alert to its decline, and reduce the resources put in this field in due course. Finally, when a knowledge module is in a recession period, user innovation activity is declining and has been at a low level. At this time, it is recommended that enterprises withdraw resources invested in the field, unless there is an innovation turnaround point, otherwise the user's innovation activity in the field. Will tend to be flat. At this time, companies should continue to focus on future innovation hotspots which can help them achieve advanced development [47] . In the future product innovation, enterprises can decentralize their research in various knowledge fields according to the characteristics of each stage of growth in the knowledge field, in order to effectively achieve innovative breakthroughs in innovative cutting-edge products.
To sum up, we point out that user innovation is an advanced theory that enhances the overall welfare of enterprises and society [48] . We suggest that more information mining techniques be used to fully integrate user innovation knowledge points with time and space factors. It is necessary to construct a temporal-weighted user innovation knowledge map. To investigate user innovation from a broader perspective. It can comprehensively improve the fit degree of enterprise innovation and the era of the era of innovation.
In the end, although the technical knowledge prediction method based on temporally weighted user innovation knowledge map is universal, it can be applied to all knowledge fields outside the electronic information industry with significant ups and downs, but its application does have some obstacles. It is worth mentioning how to distinguish the sudden knowledge boom from the general knowledge explosion when constructing the temporal weighted user innovation knowledge map, thus ensuring the accuracy of knowledge prediction [49] . The precise processing of such algorithms will be the focus of our next phase of research. 
